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	(tho95020)
IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

SC No. 163 of 1995

IN THE MATTER of an application pursuant to the Firearms Act


BETWEEN:

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTION
Appellant

AND:

ANTON HOFSCHUSTER
Respondent


CORAM:  THOMAS J


	REASONS FOR DECISION

	(Delivered 6 November 1995)


	This is an application by summons on originating motion dated 1 September 1995 seeking orders pursuant to s82(2)(f) of the Firearms Act that:

	1.	A Whitworth .303 rifle with a Tasco optics telescopic sight but no visible serial number be forfeited to the Northern Territory of Australia.

	2.	A double barrel Bentley shotgun, serial number 4594 be forfeited to the Northern Territory of Australia.

	3.	Such other orders as the Court deems appropriate in the circumstances.

	The facts in support of the application are not in dispute. On 6 December 1994, Mr Hofschuster pleaded guilty to aggravated dangerous act and was sentenced to 11 months and 14 days imprisonment.  Pursuant to s405 of the Criminal Code this sentence was back dated to date from 25 December 1991 to 9 December 1992.

	On 24 December 1991, Mr Hofschuster discharged the trigger of a .303 calibre rifle and pointed it in the direction of Mr Stojan Versic.  This act was carried out while the defendant Anton Hofschuster was intoxicated.  The facts presented by the Crown in support of the charge of aggravated dangerous act were as follows:

	"Anton Hofschuster has pleaded guilty to one count of dangerous act aggravated by intoxication.  The dangerous act alleged by the Crown was the pulling of the trigger of a .303 calibre rifle pointed in the general direction of one Stojan Versic, such actions taking place in the confines of a caravan.

	In fact, the rifle failed to discharge and no immediate harm was thereby done.

	On Christmas eve 1991 five men were having drinks in a caravan which was parked behind the Bush Shop at Humpty Doo.  It was the caravan normally occupied by Anton Hofschuster, and the five persons included him, Peter Begic and Joseph Klasic.  Those three men had been drinking, effectively, all day.  Mr Klasic may have taken a siesta in the afternoon.  He was drinking whisky, the other two, including the accused, were drinking beer.

	They had been joined sometime in the evening, perhaps approximately 8:30pm, by two other men, Mr Peter Giles, also known as Pedro, and Stojan Versic, the potential victim of the dangerous act (who later that evening died in circumstances which are not the subject of these charges).

	During the course of these drinks over the evening, there were a number of arguments about different topics, and in at least one of those arguments and perhaps more, the deceased Versic was arguing with the accused.

	At some point which would seem to be about 11:00pm, although times are rather uncertain, Mr Hofschuster got up from where he was sitting at the table in the kitchen area of the caravan, went through a set of curtains to a little alcove between the kitchen and the bedroom where he had a box in which he kept two firearms; a shotgun and a .303 rifle.  He took out both of these firearms, took them into the bedroom, a step or two further away from the kitchen area, and loaded them, or at least the .303.

	At about this time Peter Giles (Pedro) had stepped out of the caravan to relieve himself and at about the same time the deceased, Stojan Versic, walked along the passage of the caravan, through the curtains and towards the bedroom.  Mr Hofschuster, who was sitting on the bed, pointed the .303 generally in his direction.  It seems likely that Versic turned to run away (and did so) and Hofschuster at that time pulled the trigger of the rifle in an attempt to discharge it.  The gun failed to discharge because the safety catch was still on.  Versic left the caravan and departed in the direction of his own residence, which was some distance away.

	That completes the episode which is the subject of this charge.

	Hofschuster was later to take part in a record of interview with the police.  It is true to say that it was not clear to the police quite what Hofschuster was admitting to in this interview in relation to this incident.  He subsequently took part in a video re-enactment when it did become clear when he described and demonstrated the misfire of the rifle in the caravan.  It is conceded by the Crown that without these combined admissions there would be no Crown case against Hofschuster.

	In considering this matter it is necessary, it is submitted, to see it in the context of what took place immediately afterwards.  Versic having left the premises, returned a short time later armed with a knife.  Hofschuster shot him and Versic died shortly thereafter.  Police came to investigate and Hofschuster fired at them.  He later said he thought it was Versic returning.  Hofschuster was charged with murder in respect of Versic's death (and other charges in respect of the other associated matters).  All matters were proposed by the Crown, following committal proceedings, to be dealt with in one indictment.

	By order of Mildren J in November 1992 the Crown indictment was split and a trial proceeded on the murder count alone. Hofschuster was acquitted by the jury in December 1992.  He is, of course, entitled to the full benefit of that acquittal.

	An attempt was later made by the Crown to proceed with separate indictments on the other matters.  A complicated series of applications then took place which has led to the present proceedings being the only one remaining extant.  Mr Hofschuster has obtained a number of rulings in his favour as to issues of autrefois acquit and the like, before a ruling of the Court of Criminal Appeal in July 1994 meant that he would still have to face charges in respect of this incident. He has therefore been in jeopardy, as it were, in respect of these matters since December 1991.

	Hofschuster was in fact arrested and charged with murder on 25 December 1991 and was in custody for nearly 12 months up to the time of his acquittal in December 1992.

	That time might properly be regarded as time spent in custody relating to this offence.

	The offence itself is regarded by the Crown as a serious one, aggravated as it was by intoxication.  The Crown alleges that he was moderately intoxicated by the ingestion of alcohol at the time of the offence.

	Nevertheless it is conceded that mitigation lies in:-

	(a)	the admissions made in respect of the offence;

	(b)	the time already spent in custody; and

	(c)	the delay in completing the matter brought about by the continuing and complicated litigation.

	Hofschuster's prior criminal record shows a history of drinking and driving offences but nothing of violence."


Section 82(2) of the Firearms Act provides as follows:


	"Where a person is charged with an offence relating to a firearm or involving the use of a firearm and the court - 

		(a)	dismisses the charge;

		(b)	directs, without proceeding to a conviction, that the person be discharged;

		(c)	releases the person without passing sentence; or

		(d)	proceeds to sentence the person,

	it may, in addition to a penalty, if any, imposed under this Act or under some other law relating to the offence, by order -

		(e)	disqualify the person from holding a specified licence or permit for the period specified by the court;

		(f)	subject to this Act, order that a firearm registered in the name of, or in the possession of, the person be forfeited to the Territory; or

		(g)	direct that the person shall not, within a period of not more than 2 years after the making of the order, apply for -

		(i)	registration of a firearm; or

		(ii)	the grant of a licence or permit,

	and, subject to paragraph (f) and subsections (4) and (5), make such other orders in relation to the surrender, delivering up, disposal or safe keeping of the firearm as it thinks fit."


	This application was supported by affidavit of Mr John Adams sworn 1 September 1995.  The facts as related in paragraph 5 and 6 of this affidavit are not in dispute and state as follows:

		"5.On 25 December 1991 members of the Northern Territory Police Force took into custody a shotgun and a .303 rifle. Both firearms were in the possession of the defendant at the time they were taken into custody.  The .303 rifle was the subject of this charge.  The shotgun was not a weapon relating to the charge but was in possession of the defendant at the time of the incident.  The description of the guns are as follows:

		A.A .303 Whitworth rifle with a Tasco Optic 5 scope. 
		It has no visible serial number.

		B.A Bentley double barrel shotgun.  Serial No. 4594.

 		6.Both firearms are in the custody of the Sheriff of the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory of Australia ("the Sheriff").  Both firearms have been in the custody of the Sheriff since they were tendered at the murder trial of the Respondent on 2 December 1992.  At which trial the Respondent was found not guilty."


	Annexure "C" to the affidavit of John Adams sworn 1 September 1995 is a letter from the Northern Territory Police dated 25 August 1995 which omitting formal parts states as follows:

	"This is in reply to your request

	Mr. Anton HOFSCHUSTER
	D.O.B. 27/12/1940
	I.D. Number 023410

	This person does not hold a current Shooters Licence in the Northern Territory:
	Licence No. 001441 expired on 27/12/1984

	There are no firearms recorded as registered to this person."


	Counsel for the accused tendered photocopies of two certificates (Exhibit D1) issued under the Firearms Act.  This certificate discloses that both of these firearms were registered in the name of Anton Hofschuster, date of issue being 21 July 1980 and indicated that there was no expiry date for the registration.

	Section 16(1)(b) of the Firearms Act states:

	"	(1)	A registered firearm ceases to be registered -

		(b)	On the expiry of the shooters licence of the person in whose name the firearm is registered;"


	In this case that means the registration of the firearms ceased on the expiration of Mr Hofschuster's shooters licence which was 27 December 1984.

	The Crown concedes that on 6 December 1994, the date when the respondent entered a plea of guilty to an aggravated dangerous act, the Crown omitted to make application for forfeiture of the firearms pursuant to the provisions of the Firearms Act.  The Crown agree that it is normal practice to make application for forfeiture at the time sentence is imposed for the offence.  However, the Crown submission is that they are not precluded from making application for forfeiture of the firearms at a subsequent date.

	I accept the submission of counsel for the Crown that the Court has a discretion pursuant to s82(2)(f) of the Firearms Act to order forfeiture of all or any of the firearms in the accused's possession or registered in his name irrespective of whether the particular firearm was used in the commission of the offence.

	Counsel for the accused argues that the Court can only exercise its power under s82 of the Firearms Act at the time of exercising its criminal jurisdiction in relation to dealing with the charge.  In this case the charge was heard and dealt with and sentence imposed by the Court on 6 December 1984, some nine months prior to the Crown bringing the application for forfeiture.

	I adopt with respect the principle expressed in Director of Public Prosecutions v Robert John Helps and Dean Lynton Ottens Supreme Court No. 122 of 1993 and 150 of 1992 Martin CJ at p20:

	"	Whatever may be the nature of proceedings seeking a forfeiture order, and the consequences flowing therefrom, there is no doubt that such an order is penal in character (per Lord Diplock in Cuthbertson (1981) AC 470 at 484; and, for example in Ward, Miles and Graham (1987) 33 A Crim R 60 at p66 and Cheatley v R (1972-1973) ALR 907), and thus the Act is to be strictly construed."


	I note that the Crimes (Forfeiture of Proceeds) Act (s5) which was the applicable legislation in the decision referred to above makes specific provision for the application for forfeiture to be dealt with up to six months after conviction.  There is no such provision in the Firearms Act.

	I agree with the submission by counsel for the accused that in relation to this matter I should apply the principle as expressed by D.A. Thomas "Principles of Sentencing" 2nd Edition at p336:

	"Where the power to order confiscation arises, the sentencer should consider the order in relation to the whole of the sentence and as a part of the sentence."


	This principle finds support in the decision of Cheatly v The Queen & Ors 127 CLR 291 Barwick CJ at 299:
	
	"The penalty of forfeiture of the boat is, in my opinion, part of the penalty for the offence."


	In the decision of Fang Chin Fa v Puffett 154 ALR 149, Gallop J held that forfeiture was part of the penalty and that if there were mitigating circumstances in relation to the offence or the offender these could be taken into account in determining whether to impose forfeiture or the extent of forfeiture.

	I agree with the submission by counsel for the accused that the application for forfeiture should have been made at the time of the Crown submission on sentence and that this Court having proceeded to sentence Mr Hofschuster on 6 December 1994 is now functus officio.

	I consider it an important principle in the administration of the criminal law that an offender, when sentenced by the Court, is entitled to a finality of the proceedings in respect of that particular charge, unless there is a specific legislative provision to the contrary as contained in the Crimes (Forfeiture of Proceeds) Act.

	If I am wrong in this conclusion and I do have a discretion to consider the application some nine months after the imposition of the sentence, then in the exercise of my discretion I would refuse the Crown application.

	It is obvious that at the time of making submissions on sentence, the Crown were aware of the existence of the firearms which are presently in the custody of the Sheriff of the Supreme Court.  There was no good reason why the application could not have been made at the time of submissions on sentence as is the normal practice.  Mr Adams was completely honest with the Court and advised it was an oversight by the Crown at the time.

	Had the application been made at the time of the submission on sentence the Court may or may not have exercised a discretion to order forfeiture of the firearms.  The application having been made months after the sentence was given, the Court does not have the opportunity to look at the question of forfeiture and consider this issue together with all the other factors to be taken into account in imposing sentence.  Only one of the firearms, the .303, was used in the commission of the offence and there may be good reason to have exercised a discretion to forfeit only this firearm.

	This is not a situation where if the Court refuses the Crown application for forfeiture, the accused is entitled to possession or custody of the firearms.  The accused does not currently have a shooters licence and may or may not be successful in any application he may make to the appropriate authorities for a shooters licence.

	The Crown have not put forward any matters to suggest that anything has occurred since the imposition of sentence imposed by the Court on 6 December 1994 that give the Crown reason to bring this application at a later time when they omitted to make the application at the time of submissions on sentence.

	The application was not made within a short time after the sentence was imposed.  The application was made some 9 months after sentence and in the exercise of the Court's discretion that period of delay must weigh against the Crown.

	As referred to in the Crown facts on sentence, Mr Hofschuster has been to Court on numerous occasions in respect of the incident that occurred on 24 December 1991, including a trial at which he was acquitted and a complicated series of applications to the Court, some of which he was successful and others unsuccessful.  He served a period of almost 12 months imprisonment in Berrimah Gaol for the offence on which he was later convicted.  He has been in jeopardy of these matters since 24 December 1991 and the proceedings were not finally concluded until 6 December 1994.  I consider he has been sufficiently punished for the offence he committed.

	For these reasons I would, in the exercise of the discretion provided in s82(2) of the Firearms Act, refuse the Crown application for an order for forfeiture of the firearms.

	_________________________

